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EFFICIENCY APARTMENT $65, 1216 Marble

.

NW, $50 deposit, 294-4944, 243·6389.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

~

~

..0

FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
b~droom,
livingroom, kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 mJies c;~·
pus, quiet safe Nov. L Call after 6pm,
.
5084, 11/4

Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Adycrtlsements run five or more
conaecutivc days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, jno refunds u_c~ncelled
before five insertions). Classallcd ad·
vertisements must be paid In advance.
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AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Y.outh. Hostel
Pass sold·CanLerbury Chapel. 425 Umverslty N E.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.

_________________________
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Debbie
ROOMMATE
WA NTED
' ·
9254.
11/3
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PERSONALS

~

TAROT PALM I CHING readings, 3007 Centrl.\1
NE, Room 8, See Bonnie 2~5-6642.
10/30

z

STEAK PIZZA at Pepino's on Central. Also daily
luncheon specials~4310 Central SE.
11/5
FREE: Lovable white female shepard X spayed, 1
yr. 898-6073 after 5:00p.m.
11/6
BUT GEORGE, San Francisco is 1,500 miles
11/3
away!

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE ~aurin?' , center.
Quality 10·speed bicycles, Campmg, htkmg, a~d
ba~kpacking equipment. Trail Haus CycltJry, 10 l
Sll.ll Ma'teo SE. 256-9190.
t.fn
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largP.st selection
of the finaest European makes. GitC'nes $115; ~e~
tins $165. Extra large bicycles for men over 6 4,.
Complete lO·speed adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett s
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Co!! PI SE. 8~~~
9278.
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE,' 268·8455,
1214

NICK-If you really had too much protein ln your
system you'd be waiting at Carrara's, from the
moment they opened at 11am until they closed at 1
am on weekdays and 3 am on weekends, just to see
iflshowup.Mary.
11/3

CI OSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipment 40,50% orr. All reasonable of·
fers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NF..
256·3505.
11114

7555,

11/4 - - - - - - - - - -

LOST: Large'whitl;l Samoyd-Malamute cross from
409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward for return.
Please call 262·0444,
11/3
FOUND: Three rings on third floor Mesa Vista.
'fo identify call277.·2780.
1116

3.
LAW

ADMISSION

Test Dec.

6.

Prepare now, call Professional Educators of ~ e ~
1 11
Mexico, Inc. 255·4050.

PR~OFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric,
Gunrantc~d,

accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147.
11!3
.
----P;ivatc instruction. Clas~ical tcc~ni~u.cs of
postures and breath contr(ll SUile.d to mdiVJdual
needs. Neil Nelson: Also, emphasis for the ovc;·
weighln•Sonia Ne~son, 345·37!_~·-~ _ _ ______ }:_: ~
0- TU-Ni~NG-R~sonahlc. 1211 Co(lper NE
_j
•
11/3
rear west.
____ ~, ----.
ASSISTANCE on dissertatiOns,
theses .proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauc~glass. Edilorial Consul~:-~~::~~4_4~834•1. 11 ~~
\VJ-LL_T_.;;p-E
Call Ki~~ 265·3292,
Ill~

YOGA
-\t;T

EDiTORIAL

PAPEas.

DAI!RY'S EI.ECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San

Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amfJ lJ·r·te rs , •auto radios • install Burglar
. k alarms.
.
10% discount for students with ID. Qutc serVlc:e.
l!sed TVs for .sale.
1115
PtiOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAS~, stu~e~tsJ
Custom black·and-whitc processmg pnntmg.
Fine grain or pushprocesaing- of. !ilm. Contael
sht>els or custom proofs. High qualtty enlargemen·
ts mounting et<' Advice, if a~ked. Call 265-2444
or' come to 11'17 Girard Blvd NE.
Un
PASSPORTID'"E'NTtF£CATION photos. t;owcst
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Nl'ar UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Ci:irard _Dlvd- NE.
wrLL TYPE ·-PAPEns. ~-c~o- Kim. 265·

-~.--_1_1!_'!

3292

s~tfrit:.Co-it0NA--6wNERs!---~(';\lic~ b~ tbP

manufacturer! Guaranteed ~upplies and serVIre _by
tht> only factory owned and opernlPd s:rvace
f c'l'ly in New Mexico. Reasonable rate!'!, rast,
service. Free E."slimates.
UNM: 1719
dirard NE,l·2 block north of Indian School. 268·
5441.
11 ·7
-·- - - Ex'PEniENCEo
Manuscripts, t.hesis,
disst•rtaliono;, 50c per page. ~4_5·328~: __ - 11.-7
·- -----

~~l;ty

LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

22/!2
IMPORTED CLOTHES directly f~om India by
UNM student. Very reasonable price. 842·9048.
1117
VW VAN 1971 brand new eng-ine, 4 months writ·
Len guarantee, $2050. 898·8985.
11 / 5

WN.

-TYPis-T.

-~~-·~-~-

MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT TEST:
Students who plan to take first math course are
required to take the Math Dept. Placement Tests,
Tests are graded and advisement giv.en on the
spot so students w!ll know how to reglster .. Test
given Tues .. Nov, 4, 4-6 p.m., Woodwnrd Ha\1101.

SH-\Rr; ADOBF. HOUSE Corrall's, mal<' graduate
pr('ferred. Se_rious 'llUd£'nb; only. $130
plus,1398-9058. ---~-~~~--- --------~-.----

EFFiCIENC\;-f't:RNISHED fairly new furmture,

9:00am-1:00pm Speakers in SUB
1:00- 4:00pm Open House at
~r-~::;
Chicano Studies
Free M11sic and
Refreshments

Concerned about whether employer~ in Alb, ~re
abiding by federal regulations concermng e~uahty
in hiring and promo ling? -.Interest~d tn Af·
firmative Action·~ Contact Elame Baca m PIRG of·
fice, Mesa Vista Hnll.

9:00 pm · 1:00 am
SUB Ballroom

Tuesday, November 4, 1975

The Student Organitation for Lutin American
StudiCs (SOLAS) general meeting Tues .. Nov. 4,
7:30p.m .. International Center, 1808 Las Lomas.
Interested persons urged to attend,

Organizations Face Frozen Funds

TRY THIS ON FOR SIGHS

Mark Shelden, member of U.S.-China 'Pe?pl;'s
Friendship Assn. in NYC who visited Cuba In. 74
& China in '75, will spP.ak on "China's Foretgn
Policy" Tues., Nov. 4, 7:30p.m., 5021 Guadalupe
Tr. NW. Everyone welcome.
Photo by Miguel Gandert

lm

The Jefferson Starship put on a slick performance
Sunday night, Marty Balin and Craig Chaquico are
shown in a graceful position. See related story p. 6.

A"f/FM 8·track recorder with all the goodies.
"
0
ll/14
$9.86
per month,
256·35 05 •
~·------NECCiu ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes, blln·
dhcms, emhroidt>rs. $39 or 10 jl'ayments of $4.00,
11/! 4
262·0637.

REBtriiT40HP V\V- eng~~ installl'd, $300 ex·
change. Certifi(•d ml.'l'hanic, guaranteed. 300
Gharll•ston Sf~ at Zuni,_
ll~r-~-----"··---··
~HiiJME--:1\/T
Sil~-;~ Sunbeam Antif1ues.
Fnntas~ic new clothes. Hawaiian shirts. wool
•oats
hnl'i & £'1l•gant dressl's. Lots of
MOre coming nl'xt week. 3409 Ccn·
tral N.E.
11 1 6
_ _ ,_

-;t

NEW

~isct.'llan<'OUs.

Custom rings of all types in gold or silver
designed just for you and manufactured in
our shop.

iilcvC"I.-,;-iiislliiP.Nc'E; si2 nrst swo. R<f·

Hallett's, 843-9378.
-~--- ~
MINOX B CAMEi'tA, acessories $115. This in·
eludes $35 worth prepaid processing ('nvelopes,
296·4006, 268·5888.
1117________ - - - FouR 12'' JiiH:ONZER speakers. One summit, and
one keystonl' calculator. S£'11 rN15onably, 298·
3875.
I 1'4
----· ___ • - - -DIAGNOSTIC Kit:o;. New,
r('asonable, 298·387!3.
11/~
__ _ _ -·~-FURy .~'Ut~~~;U~~;;~;i~nt -;-o-ndition, $300.
86G·5·159, 836·4131.
11 11
____._.._. ___

T\vo -w-::A

Ride The

iii66-

2o- l.isEo

·ronnar.·e-·--rv·5.

s3o sso. w

2'9_
·---~~------~
REf~l~· TO. REfi·-·rape-f)~rk, $200: Spa .:ml'ln

WyomingNE,2!35·!i987.

b(•rship $180; 10-sp('ed woman's biryrlc S7a. Call
).ta~~ha 268'H~2 or :17-6136_. 11-~---~--

6.

«'t~,g'~:

EMPLOYMENT

STt'[)ENT SAL£S PERSONS nePded. P?rt
time reprf.'sent Albuqu('rque's fastest growmg
s c('dr£'ading school. Car net'l'Ssary. Leads furCall collect 1·982·9823, write Dox
~anta Fe.

~~'lhE'd.

2~~65-

RESEARCH, faf't~. dig out-rrwrite. Good holfrly
p a \vr
y ..,t '. . -,..,ountv
- " · Publirations. P.O. Box 45·t5,
116
~lb~'!_~l't{!~!o ~71_0~--.

Makers of·Hand Mode lndlon Jewelrv

OLDTOWN

----·-·-------·-

most unique lecturer in
WUiiam Gera~ay ·· IS per ap~'th : price on his head or who
America today. H~ hs ~he ynl; .ma~ai/ who is lecturing in the United
Wit stranqe
I e e e.cIS nthc
c f ct that he speaks for the Death
has been
faced
States.
Even
more
• e. a

I
I

r

November 5
SUB Ballroom
8:00pm

Reasonable

Ge~away

William
.

Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

h

th

Penalty, although e~pdsedblo ~nh~~~:~file justice, prison reform, plea
He speaks know e gea Y
d mafia activities. He will be
bargaining, th~ deahth J'enal:y a?th Stacy Keach. Two other films
bringing with h1m ~ .e el?ea era~ Baez and Maxou~ will be shown
Sing Sing Thanks.q1v1m1~ w~~ J~ompleting the presentation of a film ·
free the afternoon o e
'
. A
.
symposium on Crime and Punishment m menca.

Students with ID Free
General Public $1.00

~-

Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 P.m
Telephone 765-5671
/~
1600 Central SE

a./-1144~.,

--·
LO - 0
0

Self-Evaluation Reports Due

"Cuba, Cuba in the UN, US-~ Cuban Relati.ons"
will be discussed Mon., 7:30 p.m., Internatlon;ll
Center, All interested persons welcome.

ASUNM Speakers Committee Presents

I

DAILY

FREE ADMISSION

DANCE Admission:
that night to- Sl.OO per
JASMINE
person·

$95 plus utilities. 131 14th SW' no pets. 842·
11 !5

New Mexico

RESEARCH PAPER CLINJC~To pro~ide
guidelines. teehniqu_es for analyzing, .record~ng,
organizing facts & opiniors, SocJal Sc~cn·
ces-Mon., Nov. 3; Humnnities·1'ue_s.; ScJen·
ces-Wed.; 7:S0·9;30 p.m., rm. 247, Ztmmermnn
Library. Further info call277·5961.

FORRENT

~tud<>nt

6522.

-----

Dia De La Raza
Friday, Nov. 7th

RALEIGH INTERNATlON, mint·condition. Must
sacrifice, $200. Ca11268·6889.
1114

~~ar

4.

--~-----·--·-

The UNM-Aiumni Association is seeking le.tters
of nomination about students who co.ntrlb.ute
tluougll their time and eff~rt to t.he UmversJty,
Tho!le students selected Will receive .award ccr•
tificntes, There is no minimum or maXImu~ n~m·
ber of awards to be given. Call the Alumm offH~e,
277·5808 for further info,

~~--~---=~--~~~--------------------,

GITANE INTERCLUB lO·sjl'e~~ bike $140,
original value $200, Superb condition. Sally 268-

SERVICES

SCHOOL

10" GE Portacolor TV. Excellent. $140. 298·
2433.
11/3

AFRICAN BEADS, wholesale prices. 268·0527.

2. LOST&FOUND

·~aLl[¢) ~E:~'CI~'

Wilderness Study Group meeting,Sed,, Nov. 5,
7:30p.m., rm."129, SUB,

WANT TO SHARE liome ~houghts? Try AGORA
277·3013, 24 hours.
1117

COMICS. If you have an act, the world needs to
know- we have the place ... Call Toby 296-

'

FORSALE

180 LBS of Olympic weights .with the 45 LD bar
}Jench Ca11266·9488after 6pm.
11 13

PREGNAN'l' AND NEED HELP'l You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819,
trn

Q)

268·

~nd

'>Q)1

:g

11/5

WANTED TO RENT: 2 bedroom house approx.
$150/mo, Call25tH458.
1113

-·-·

ity Run-Off ·Election
o Select Councillors

uerque bars will be
as voters in two city
go to the polls to select
City Councillors in a run-off
for the District Six
seat are Max Kiehne, a
estate agent, and Alan Reed,
!bibliographer at Zimmerman
, and part-time director of
a University's Santa Fe
•(am~ate Center.
District Eight, real estate
Ava Marie Bowers will be
off with another inconnected with land
James Delleney.
the Oct. 7 election, Bowers
up 1732 votes, while

ndidates'
i!'\T~"'e m ents
Deadline
Daily LOBO will be runplatform statements and
111~11~res of all eligible ASUNM
for the Nov. 2 elecstatements will be
Friday, Nov. 7, by 3 p.m.
statements will be no longer
200 words, typewritten and
••'''""'' spaced. Due to space
11
, jllat1ons the LOBO reserves
right to cut or 'edit any
Statements will be
the bottom up.
.
candidates' photographs
be taken by the LOBO bet·
the hours of 11 a.m. and 3
·.on Nov. 7 only. Due to the
loEI'!"'V of some pictures sub·
in the past, only those
taken by the LOBO will be
mtatlle,

Delleney garnered only 1525.
Bowers, however, was five votes
short of attaining 40 per cent
plurality she needed to win the
election outright.
A supporter of collective
bargaining rights for municipal
employee~, Bowers ran for the
Council seat in 1974 but was
defeated by Jack Rex. She is opposed to the city's antipornography ordinance and
would like to attract "clean" in·
dustry to Albuquerque.
Her
opponent,
James
Delleney, was manager of the
Jack Rex campaign in 1974. He
has been endorsed by the Bernalillo County Republican party
and has isolated mass transit and
environmental topics as important issues in his Council bid.
Delleney supports the porno ordinance, and has also given
qualified support to the concept
of bargaining rights for city
workers.
In the District Six race, UNM
professor
Alan
Reed
is
acknowledged as the more liberal
candidate. He received 1509
votes in the Oct. 7 election compared to the 1060 votes which
went to Miehne.

fl~veral student organizations may soon have
their funds frozen unless they turn in a self. evaluation report to ASUNM.
The reports, required by a law passed last
spring by the ASUNM Senate, are now being
studied by an ad hoc committee chaired by Sen.
Alfred Santistevan. Ten organizations, however,
still have not turned in reports and face the
likelihood that their funds will be frozen.
. "None of the organizations' funds are frozen at
the present time," said Santistevan. "But if they
don't turn in a report by Nov. 10, they leave
open the possibility their funds will be stopped."
Among the organizations which could be af·
fected are the Fiesta Committee, Folksong Club,
Cultural Programs Committee, Power Volleyball
Club, Intramural and Rec Board, Student Council
for Exceptional Children and Student Health Advisory Board.
Santistevan said the report must include a
statement of goals and purposes, as well as a
breakdown of undergraduate participation in the
organization.
.
He said reports which have already been turned in are being studied by himself and the other
eight student senators who are members of the
ad hoc committee.
"Members of the committee are analyzing the
reports," he said. "If they find something Illsufficient or have any questions, they will go to
the organization in question and ask for more
details."
·
Santistevan said if an organization does not
satisfy the investigating senator, "the problem
will be taken to the committee to decide if any
punitive actions should be taken.
"Each member of the committee will make a
·report on the organizations he or she is studying
and then, upon agreement of the committee, we

i

~~

'

.I

!

I
'

!

Alfred Santistevan

Lobo photo

will decide if the organization is adequately funded, poorly funded or excessively funded," he
said.
"Our findings will be taken into account when
next year's budget is made up and during the
rest of this year when appropriations are made,"
he said.
Santistevan noted the ad hoc committee is not
"a witch hunt," adding, "it was created to help
the Senate meet its fiscal responsibilities to the
students.
"In the past, the Senate has come under a lot
of criticism for being fiscally irresponsible," he
said. "Most of this criticism was unfounded.
Hopefully, this committee's work will show that."

Lack of Money May Kill Project
By Judy Herrera
The future of the Special Services division of the Institute of
Social Research and Development (fSRAD) is in doubt if next
year's funding does not
materialize.
Juan Candelaria, Special Ser·
vices director said that while no
crisis exists t~is year_._next year

is questionable if Congress does
not renew funds for the federal
project, now in its tenth and final
year.
"This year the program is not
in danger," Candelaria said, "but
the program is up for 're·
legislation, and eve~ if it passes
it will be a different program.
Next y~~ is jus.t a big question~'

The two candidates differ on
several environmental and land
use issues, most notably on the
question of whether an airport
should be established on
Albuquerque's West Mesa.
Kiehne favors such a plan, while
Reed has said he will only support creation of a second city airport if it is built between
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
The polls will remain -open
throughout the day until 7 p.m.
tonight. At that time, city bars
will begin service again.

I

I

Special Services Director Juan Candelaria

Special Services provides help
for disadvantaged and physically
disabled students in areas that
directly affect their academic
performance.
Candelaria said Special Services is operating on $84,000 a
year (the same as it has the last
three years), but it is serving
more students each year.
"This year we're serving about
35 disabled students. Last year
we served about 15. So this is
cutting into our budget," he said.
Candelaria said the funds
would be adequate for the rest of
the year if greater efficiency is
maintained.
"I've met with our staff and
told them money is tight, but
with efficiency and good
management we'll stretch our
dollars and make it through the
year," he said.
"To save money, we're considering ending the tutoring
sessions for the semester in early
December, and next semester
taking only students who demonstrate a rear need fot tutoring."
Candelaria said ending tutoring early should not jeopardize
the students' grades since grades
should be fairly well determined
by the semester's fourteenth
week.
The students aided by Special
Services must meet the federal
guidelines established by the
<Gonlinucd tln p<tge 3)
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MBA &. DBA Students
Coffee with the Dean
0
..c
0

..:I

~
·~

Wednesday November 5 at 2:30 pm
Room 124 School of Business
Refreshments will be served .

0$
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Rocky: No
'76 ,Run
~With Ford

••

-~ .--------------~---,
~I
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1 ~~()() Pepino's On Central
1•
.-;1
lf- I
~1
Hungry For Steak?
1
p.. I
$1.00 0 FF
lf- I
lf- I
1I ~
On a Large Steak Pizza
I
I
ON A LARGE STEAK PIZZA
I
OF ANY COMBINATION
I
I """
WITH THIS COUPON
I
I ~
4310 Centra! SE
o':<; I
I .8'-<avo
~~
~,<""£,
~
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-World
News

By United Press

Inten~ational

Ford Urges Hush on CIA Plots

WASHINGTON (UPH.-With·
out explanation, Vice President
Nelson A. Rockefeller Monday
withdrew as President Ford's
running mate in 1976.
The announcement took the
country by surprise, although
the White House said Ford and
Rockefeiler had discussed the
matter for the past two days .
Rockefeller sent Ford a letter
saying he would serve out his
term but "after much thought I
have decided I do not wish my
name to enter into your con·
sideration for the upcoming
Republican nomination."
The letter offered no ex·
planation for the unexpec~ed
decision and Ford had no IID·
mediate reaction. But the White
House said the President and
Vice President had "a complete
understanding" on Rockefeller's
decision.

~;{dv;o;;;; c·o~;;;itte;

~he

Reactors Could Make Bombs
PITTSBURGH ..Westinghouse Electric C~rp. said M1mday
although Egypt and Israel have made commitments to the
States not to use American nuclear reactors to p:oduce
weapons, they could be used to produce matenal for
. .
. .
unless there are rigid safeguards.
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat is on an official ~!sit to
United State_s and discussions have been held concernmg the
.
of nuclear reactors to that country. .
A Westinghouse official, who wished to remam unidentiliie1
said the firm has submitted a bid to Egypt for the. s.ale of a
megawatt nuclear reactor for "several hundred mill~on
..
The official said General.Electric Corp. has also submitted a ?Id.
The official said the proposed sale will not take place until
United States and Egypt sign a bilateral ag:eement c.'JnCIJrmn
the use of technology and safeguards agamst makmg
weapons.

Bitter fighting broke out near the Spanish Sahar~ border
day between Moroccan troops and Saharan guerrillas,
military sources reported.
The sources said the fighting began ~hen ~oroccan
tried to occupy a post evacuated by ~pa~1sh soldiers ~~t
taken over by guerrillas of the Pohsano front, a militant
independence faction in the Spanish Sahar~.
. .
Morocco, meanwhile, sent envoys to Spam and Algeria m
fort to silence the rumblings of war over the desolate
African territory.

New Mexico

DAILY LOBO

Tuesday Nov. 4 and Saturday Evening Nov. 8

Vol. 79
No. 44
Box 20, University P .0., UNM
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277·4202

25¢ WINE COOLERS
From 7:30 Till 8:30p.m.
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS HALF PRICE
AND
FOXY LADIES FREE!
1720 Central Ave SW

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published

Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and wee!kly during lhe
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.

Second class postage paid al Albuquerque,
New Mc)(ico 87J31. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Dally Lobo arc those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that or the
('ditotial board of The Daily Lobo, Nothing
printed in The Dnily Lobo necessarily

Math Test
Given Tod
Students who plan to
their first math course at
University are required to '
the Mathematics dep
Placement Test today from
p.m. in Woodward Hall, ·
101.
Tests will be graded and
visement given on the
register for upcoming
courses.
~

~

U,

~

!=====:=:==~===~~=~:.! Mex~~o.Jiii:iiiN~N~E~R~S~P~E~C~JA~LS~iiiiiiiiiiiii-.
.cprcsents the v;ews oiL he Un;vers;ly of New

I

1

Across from
Johnson Gym down
the alley between
Cornell & Stanford

106 B Cornell SE

·'·

Swygood, Arts and Sciences ad·
secretary, said second semester
with more than eighty hours should apply
a degree so they can meet all group
reauirements
and department
requirements
their last semester.
.

roups

LAST MILE RAMBLERS
ARE COMING TO OKIES

!

Arts and Sciences students planning to graduate
May 1976 have until Dec. 20 to petition for
or they may not graduate.

WASHINGTON ..The Senate Intelligence Committee lVlO·DaaJ
unanimously approved a report on CIA assassination plots
sent it for secret study by the full Senate before it is made publi~. The Dec. 20 deadline still allows students their
In a last-minute letter, President Ford urged the report not
semester to fulfill any shortages they missed
d
bl .
semesters.
said· if
thestudents
previousshonld
.
·
·
·Swygood
b f
rna e pu IC.'
But Sen. Frank Church, D·ldaho, committee cha~r~an, sa•.Id
"'"'"'"•
~ come m
e ore sprmg
hnn.oA n . .o ~~~ ........ +- w . . . uld be released by ThanksgiVing. Cnurc1 em"'"'.u" so they will not have to change their
members objected to
name.s of certain
later.
A petitioner should come to the College of Arts
individuals being made public b_ ut he believed th 1s could
Sciences on the second floor of Ortega Hall,
worked out.
Ford's letter, released by Church a.t a. news c•.onf•~ren1ceiiG
following
executive plots
session,
rele~smg
~nformatwn
.
U S assassination
"willsaid
result
m serious
harm to
n~ti~nal interest and may endanger individuals."

Fighting In Spanish Sahara

I

Degree Petitions Due for A&S

~
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Soup Salad, Entree & Beverage
'

ONLY $2.95

.

Monday- Lasagna
Tuesday- Mannicottl
Wednesday- Egg Plant Parmigianna
Thursday - Spaghetti
Serving 5 _9 pm Monday thru Thursday
on
Room orders only

vOICe
•

Senate Bill One (SB·l), the 753
revision of the U.S.
Code, is being met with
;iff o·pp!JSJt;wn from New Mexico
of the state's
saying they will
have the bill killed.
Pete Domenici and
Manuel Lujan,
Republica11s, said last week
will vote to defeat the entire
when it comes before their ·
•snective divisions of Congress.
Joseph Montoya has
he is opposed to the bill as it
reads, but he has yet to
whether he intends to
it in its entirety.
Bill One is most ob·
ctmm.o1e in its present form,"
said last week. "After
examination and after a
deal of input from New

U.S. I

pic.k u~ an application, go from there to the records
offi.ce m Scholes Hall and get a copy of his tran·
c t Th th
I'
s. r1p . en e app Ication and the transcript are
g1~en to the student's major department and
mmor department so further requirements which
have to be fulfilled can be listed.
.
Once this is done, the application and transcript
are · returned
d · to the Arts and Sciences and the
maJor an m~nor requirements are double che.cked.
G.r~up reqmrements, correct number of upper
di.VISIOn classes and total hours are examined.
FI?a.lly, the student's grade point is checked. After
this ISt done,
th
d t a hsummary
t
· is made and sent informing
e s u en w a requirements must be met before
the petition is accepted.
A;&S is cur_rently sending out notices informing
senr~rs who mtend to graduate in May
what
76
reqmrements they sti'll ne ed t o gra d ua t e.

0 PPO.Sitlon
• • 'to

s 8-1

Mexicans to me personally President Gerald Ford. The bill
during the last six weeks, I have has aroused opposition from the
reached the conclusion that the press and from groups such as
bad aspects of (the bill) outweigh· the American Civil Liberties
the good intent of the legislation. Union.
I am especially concerned about
Several student groups at
and opposed to certain provisions UNM have also voiced their op·
in the bill that would limit the position. Among them are the
right of the American people to New Mexico Public Interest
keep informed about the Research Group, the ASUNM
workings of government," student Senate, the Jewish
SB·1 is the culmination of nine Student Union (JSU), the New
years of work by the federal Mexico Daily LOBO, an the UNM
government to assemble and student chapter of the Society of
revise the U.S. Criminal Code. Professional Journalists.
The bill, in its present form, was · Carol Chelemer, president of
written by two Nixonian at· the JSU, said yesterday the bill
torney generals, John Mitchell "is an affront to justice and we
and Richard Kleindienst. It has feel that justice is our most
been endorsed 1 by leading precious value.
Congressional figures (including
"SB·1 is dangerously reac·
Senators Mike Mansfield and tionary and we urge all students
Hugh Scott) and also by to oppose it," she said.

• • •

Lack of Money

}Continued from page IJ

Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. The division must
serve a maximum of 280 students
a year to meet its contract with
the agency.
"Right now we have 165
students," Candelaria said, "and
we've been picking up about 16 a
week. But as long as we have the
money,won't turn people away."
Candelaria said since the field
of serving the disabled student is
new, programs are just beginning to learn what costs are in·
valved.
"We're just learning what
problems are common and how

we can help. But one thing we've
learned is that it is expensive,"
he said. "Many people don't
realize all that the disabled need
help in that directly affects
academic performance. I'd like to
see the University take an active
role in this."
Candelaria has actively sup·
ported .other "disadvantaged"
groups. He helped the Veterans
Association establish itself on
campus, and he is now in\'Olved
with a program for ex·convicts.
"Something I'm proud of in the
program is that 84 per cent of our
money goes directly to the
students.
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Arthur Knight
Thursday November 13
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall
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Arthur Knight · creator of Playboy
magazine's popular and provocative
series Sex in the Cinema is on tour with
his exciting film · lecture presentation The
History of Sex in the Cinema
Because sex h'as always been Topic A
so far as movies are concerned, Mr.
Knight will skillfully and entertainingly
relate the alternating periods of per·
missiveness and repression in the movies,
to their historical, sociological and
psychological roots.
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SUB Box Office & Popejoy Hall
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HOW TO USE YOUR BONG
*FILL THE WATER CHAMBERS with cold
water to about an inch above the shortest tube:
*Place preferred substance in bowl; seeds
will clog bowl hole.
*Draw slowly while igniting substance,
then draw hard once the substance
is fully burned.
*Empty water chamber by pouring out water
with bowl tubes facing up.

j

I

l
j
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**Cleaning: Do NOT use Alcohol. Use
pipe cleaners to clean bowl tubes, and
for best results use U.S. Bong Cleaner.
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Tickets on Sale NOW

A Revolutionary New Concept
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By Elaine Baca, Director, NMPIRG
Students once again demonstrated their cap~city for outrage 1
potential to effect positive changes in our society recently when
joined the struggles of the New Mexico Public Interest Research
(NMPIRG) and the Albuquerque Coalition to Defeat Senate Bill-1. ,
Senators Pete Domenici and Joseph Montoya and Representative
Lujan have publicly stated their opposition to passage and arr1endm'"'
S-1. This followed intense participation on the part of many students
form the off-campus community about the bill.
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Marshall vs. The Overworked Typesetter
Editor:
After reading Ben Marshall's letter of Oct. 31, I am more firmly convinced than ever that he and I will
never be able to communicate with
each other. His typing, instead of
hand-writing, his most recent submission to the LOBO only slightly
alleviated my difficulty in understanding him.
I would like to answer him, point
by point: __
· In this letter, I count no fewer
than five spelling errors and three
grammatical ambiguities. Picky?
Maybe.
He says we should have no difficulty understanding his first letter
if we refer to the letter of Oct. 23. I
suggest this cross-reference should
not be necessary; I further contend
most readers do not keep a file of
back issues to refer to in the future.
Mr. Marshall then says I might
have been angered by "the
message" --which message? Certainly not because I'm still not sure
if I ever got it. He implies my anger
engendered a vindictive response
when, in fact, I deliberately kept my

Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy
Letters to the Editor...
Letters
to
the
editor
should be no longer than 250
~ords,
typewritten
and
double spaced.
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld upon agreement
with the editor, ir1 person.
If a letter is from a group,
please include a name, telephone number and address
of a group memher

f
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Last but not least, if Mr. Marshall
had "englittered" his letter with
any more "journalistic expertise," it
would have been totally incomprehensible.
I am sorry if this offends Mr. Marshall, but I am entitled to my
opinion, and if I choose to express
my opinion in print, I know full well
I am exposing myself to possible
criticism on any and all points.
Harriet Moldov

Correction In Course Story.
Editor:
Next semester I will be teaching Political Science 280, a new' course
which was described in the LOBO of October 31. While I appreciate the
publicity, I must point out that the description of the course was grossly
inadequate in one respect. The article stated that "this course is directed
toward students who will be going on to graduate work in political science
but is open to all."
Political Science 280 will not be directed toward potential graduate
students, as I tried desperately to make clear to the LOBO reporter. The
course, hopefully, will be beneficial to those considering grapuate work in
political science, but it will be aimed at a much broader audience. For
example, I think it will be relevant for anyone considering a career in
business who might, someday, want to evaluate the effectiveness of a
new advertising campaign. The course would also be helpful to those considering a teaching career, and might therefore want to determine if a new
method of instruction is effective or not.
Most generally, the course is aimed at anybody who would like to be
able to evaluate intelligently evidence concerning social and political
issues of the kind which one reads in the newspapers every day, such as
opinion polls, economic forecasts, and crime rates. I would sincerely appreciate it if you would call this error in the description of Political Science
280 to the attention of your readers.
James Lee Ray

Those students interested in changing the system from within
know that the're are five new positions opening on the NMPIRG
Directors. The election will be Nov. 19, 1915, and terms for ne•Niy-ele(:
board members will run from Jan. 1, 1976 to Jan. 1, 1977. Board 1
responsibilities will include decisions of NMPIRG priorities, hiring ol:
ditional staff, and a willingness to devote time to projects. The
requirements for eligibility are that you a) be a student, and b) pick
candidate statement form and election rules in the PIRG office and
the candidate statement no later than 5:00p.m., Nov. 12.
If your capacity for outrage is still a fact rather than a memory,
have to be on PIRG's Board of Directors to make your energies
Students are needed for other projects not mentioned above and
feedback regarding areas of public interest that intrigue or '"""'"''"'
personally. Meanwhile, if competing for a position on PIRG's B
of the question for whatever reason, get informed about the can1diaa:
qualifications and vote on Nov. 19th.
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'Ex-Con' To S
An "ex-con" who supports
capital punishment even though
he has spent some time on death
row is scheduled to speak on campus this week.
Sponsored by the ASUNM
Speakers Committee Series,
William R. Geraway will speak in
the Ballroom of the SUB, Wednesday, Nov. 5, at 8 p.m.
Geraway describes· himself as
an ex-criminal, murder defendant and government witness
against organized crime with a
$50,000 reward offered by the
New England Mafia to any man
who ends his life.
The speaker says in certain
narrow areas of criminal conduct
there is no other answer except
the death penalty. He adds,
"Prison programming on an adult
level is a waste of time and
energy; the older offenders are
too entrenched in a criminal
lifestyle. They ·do not want to be
redeemed and all rehabilitative
processing must begin and end
with the offender himself. The
money should be channeled into
juvenile programs and facilities."
According to Geraway five attempts have been made on his
life both in and out of prison. He
says he has been shot at and was
once forced off a highway and into a canyon. He said, "I keep two
guns on hand at all times plus one
in my car. I am never more than

.
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William Geraway
an arm's reach from a firearm
that could save my life."
The speaker is 38 years old and
says he has spent half his life in
prisons in a 12 state area. He has
faced the electric chair twice on · ·
first degree murder charges.
While incarcerated at the State
Prison at Walpole, Massachusetts, Geraway became friends with
Albert De Salvo, the selfconfessed Boston strangler.
Geraway is convinced De Salvo
had nothing to do with the
slayings in Boston; he offers
some insight into the psyche of
De Salvo and how "justice functions to create victims to put
society at ease."

Are You Presiding Over
Or A Member Of Any
·Organization?
Learn How To Do It!
Take
Speech Communications 250Parliamentary Procedure

Sports Editor

Note:

'Harold Smith

If you want to take the course and it doesn't fit your

Susan Walton

Teresa Coin

Business Manager

The Espanola Center of the
Northern Branch has introduced
some new courses in it,s
curriculum. These include
photography, drama, modern
dance and art studio fundamentals.
.
UNM's Gallup Branch also offers an art studio fundamentals
course. Other courses at Gallup
include such things as "Fly Tying
and Fly Fishing,'' "Written
Navajo" and "Sociological
Problems of Population, Poverty
and Crime."
LeDoux says the satellite
program of the Northern Branch
also continues to show consistent
enrollment.
· Enrollment for the whole
University, including on- and offcampus students, has been reported at a seven per cent increase
over the same period last year.

~·'

This course includes:
1. How to use Roberts Rul~s of Order
2. Practice in meeting procedure
3. Discussion

r.t,. Jmn:,., r.~rtrJfJII!J (11"1~

''=f•'':..,.:r • "~

The Northern Branch increase
UNM has reported a 10 per
in
enrollment is attributed to
cent increase in the enrollment
.
"reduced
costs, an expanding
for its branch colleges this
very well qualified
curriculum,
semester. ,
faculty
and
an expansion · o{
Northern Branch figures show
997 students attending classes in facilities," says Dr. Eugene P.
Espanola and satellite cities in LeDoux, Northern Branch directhe area. This figure is up 15 per tor.
Some of the new programs of
cent from the same period last
the Northern Branch include a
year.
Enrollment for the Gallup two-year engineering degree obBranch shows 858 students at- tained at the Los Alamos Center.
Another two-year program in
tending classes.
Los
Alamos is the InOther branch schools, the SanEngineering
ta Fe Gradu.ate Center and the strumentation
Los Alamos Graduate Center, Technology Program, and there
showed respective enrollments is also a proposed two-year
program in Laser Optics.
of77 and 250 students.
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letter as unemotional as possible
and also directed my appeal to ALL
future letter-writers, not specifically
to Mr. Marshall. That his letter
suited my purposes was coincidental and, for me, fortuitous. I
am surprised that he silould take it
so personally.
I am <_~lso surprised that he was
unaware of the LOBO's policy for
opinions and letters, as this policy is
boldly displayed in each and every
issue of the LOBO.

The concerns of PIRG, however, are not limited to repressive 1
A survey is currently being done which will assess for us
Albuquerque banks are eomplying with the federal Truth in Lending
The effect of federal laws regulating the quality of New Mexico
be the focus of a water project. An off-shoot of this is that radioactive
tamination of water in New Mexico is being investigated in conjun~
with PIRG in Washington. Modes of transit in Albuquerque and r
sportation alternatives are also being studied; local
discrimination and Affirmative Action is still another current area
cern to some PIRG advocates. This is only part of NMPIRG's more
activities. And we've only begun .. Depending on the project, some
ts will receive course credits for their PIRG-associated activities. 1.
nationwide, and better funded have scored some impressive
complishments just this past year. Indiana PIRG won a major battle
st telephone rate increases through its successful intervention in a
Service Commission Hearing. As a result, the PSC denied the connpan·.
request for ten cent charges for directory assistance calls. Missouri ·
published a handbook detailing the special impact many state laws
on women. Michigan PIRG led the fight to pass the most nrotmesii
prescription drug law in the nation. The new law allows pharmacies to .
stitute a less expensive brand or generic drug for a physician
brand drug. The law also calls for price posting of the 100 most
sold drugs in the state.

Branches Increase Enrollment

Dia De La Raza
Friday, Nov. 7th
FREE ADMISSION

9:00am-1:00pm Speakers in SUB
-.-1-:0_0 - 4:00 pm Open House at
Chicano Studies
F••ee Musie and
Ref••eshmeuts
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9:00 pm - 1 :00 am
SUB Ballroom

Speed Reading
Course· To Be
Taught In
Albuqu~rque Area
The Colorado Reading Lab, of Ft. Collins,
will offer a 4 weeK course in speed reading
to a limited number of qualified people in the
Albuquerque area. A person is required to attend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
The course guarantees to triple the person's
reading speed with a marked improvement
in comprehension and concentration. The
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
faster. They can read almost any average
book in less than one hour.
For those who would like additional information, a series of free, one hour orientation lectures have been scheduled. At
these free lectures the course will be explained in complete detail, including,
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
class schedule and a special 1 time only introductory tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may attend any of the meetings
for information about the Aibuquerque
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
accompanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
course too time consuming... now y0u can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more.

If you are a student who would like to
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
a business person who · wants to 'stay
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
world, then this course is an absolute
)lecessity. These Free one hour meetings will
be held at the following times and places:

Tuesday November 4 at 6:30 pm
aud again at 8:30 pm
Wednesday November 5 at 6:30
pm and again at 8:30 pm
·
Thursday November 6 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30
Friday November 7 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30pm
Saturday November 8 at 10:30
am and again at 1:30 pm
Monday November 10 at 6:30 pm
and again at 8:30 pm
These meetings will be held at
two different locations at the
same dates and times. One, in
Room 231-E Student Union Bldg.,
UNM Campus and also at the
Albuquerque National Hospitality
Room, 501 Coors NW.

I

I

I

I
I

I

If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
longer. Students are offered an additional
discount. This course can be taught to industry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
orientation that fits in your schedule.

schedule contact the instructor for the possibility of
another time.

Harry Chapman
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By Terry England
Ten years ago a band of
musicians played rock'n'roll
together in a small out-of-the·
way town known only as San
Francisco, the City by the Bay.
This group gained in popularity
as t he scene gradually got deeper
into psychedelics.
That was the source of their
material--the trips, the colors,
the love, the anti-establishment
thought prevalent among the
people that lived on a certain
district in that small v=1estern
town.
Those musicians became the
leaders of this movement, a
position they shared with
another band whose members
considered themselves dead. The
message was love--for a while-and life style followed the

This group then put their art
on vinyl and sent it far and wide
across the nation, hoping to
spread the message to others
who may have been searching for
something similar. They spread
it, all right, to the point of
becoming cult heroes.
Their first communication was
Sun·ealistic Pillow, and the best
known decree was a statement on
drugs, "White Rabbit," although
another on Jove, "Somebody to
Love," was also popular. Another
communique .from the leaders
was released to the followers in
the form of After Bathing at Baxter's, and later, what is considered to be the most important
statement came out, Crown of
C1·eation. Volunteers crystallized
the message.
Then the group split: Two
members went into the tuna

By Rick Wright
The National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) is conducting an inquiry into UNM's
athletic program, Athletic Director Lavon McDonald said Monday.
McDonald confirmed
reports in the
Albuquerque "Journal" that NC,AA investigator
Douglas W. Dunlop, a UNM graduate, was in
Albuquerque last week questioning present and
former New Mexico coaches and players, as well as
city businessmen connected with the athletic
program.
"All i can say is that we're acknowledging a man
was here doing an inquiry into the past ten years,"
McDonald said. "Maybe into the present, too, and
maybe not. I don't know what all he was looking

\~

at."
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Among those rcport<'rlly qu<'stioned hy Dunlop
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By Tim Gallagher
Halloween proved to be the
witching hour for the UNM
women's field hockey team as
Santa Fe Prep ended the Lobo
domination of high school competition with a 2-1 win at Johnson
Picld.
back-and-forth first half
a Dana Miller

Blows Against the Empire
carried the message onto a
higher plane, and advocated
leaving Earth and starting a new
society elsewhere. It was a transition for the whole group, and
they were helped out by their
mercurial and dead friends.
But the Starship developed
engine trouble when members
lost the vision set up by the Em·
pire message. The next tl1rec

A perfect Keepsake
diamond says it all,
reflecting your love in
its brilliance and beauty.
And you can choose with
confidence because the
Keepsake guarantee assures
perfect clarity, fine white
color and precise
modern cut. There is
no finer diamond ring.

returned.
When the concert of the Starship
was
scheduled
for
Albuquerque, these people made
ready for an· evening of reliving
past glories and hearing the
message again. But it was found
to be that the rough spots still
existed.
It was a sell-out crowd at Johnson Gym Sunday night, but I fear
not everybody understood the
Starship. That is to say, I think
the Starship understood the
crowd better, and soon found out
what most wanted to hear: Rock
'n' roll.
It started out well enough with
"Ride the Tiger," a message tune
from post-Starship albums. The
next was a pre·Starship song,
"Somebody to Love." That got
are
them excited enough, but not like
Starship Jefferson: Kantner
the fancy guitar of Craig
messages were confused; their Chaquico and heavy bass of Pete
purpose cloudy, even though Sears.
Heavy is the right word--too
there were rays of hope in each:
heavy.
The Starship is Grace
Sunfighter, Lang John Silvers
Slick,
Paul
Kantner, Marty Balin
and Bark. But a return was

Box 90, Syracuse. N.Y. 132(11
Please send new 2~ pg. booklet, "Pia:>ning Your Engagement and Weddmg" plus
full color folder and 44 pg Bri.:le's Book ~·fr offer all lor only z;~.
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Find Keep,;ake ]ewders in the Yeilow Pages or dial free ~2.J-W:C.

November 5
SUB Ballroom
8;00 pm

America today. He is the only man with a price on his head or who
has been faced with the electric chair, who is lecturing in the United
States. Even more stranae is the fact that he speaks for the Death
Penalty. although exposed to it himself.
He speaks knowledrJeably on juvenile justice, prison reform, plea
bargaining. the death penalty and rrtdfia activlti~?· He will b~
bringing with him The Hepeater with St ..u y K••ach. I wo otlwr f1!rr.•
Smq Sinq T/11mbqivinq with ,)q:m B ..wt . md Mwmut. will he <,hov.:
fre'J the rJt(~fH''l!I 'Jf the Sth. 'ornpit)tmq tlw pwt.,(•rHdtion of d flh:·~
'ympo',ium <1!1 Crirrw ,,, .d Punhhrrwnt rn Anr<•rinl.

Stud(mts with ID Free

General Public $1.00
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ter. Many times passes from the
side went through the goal
mouth before a UNM player
could get her stick on it. When
the ref yelled "game" the UNM
domination of high-school teams
had ended.
Lobo Coach Bev Quinlan said
h~r 10-_2 team, "had some really
mce stickwork, but at times our
excitement
overcame
our
ability." Quinlan said it was not a
disgrace to lose to a high-school
team, but a peeved Gonzales said
Santa Fe, "wasn't as good as a
college team."
The field-hockey team plays
this afternoon against Sandia
High School, a team UNM whipped earlier in the year, 8-0.
Quinlan said, "Sandia is not as
good as they used to be. They
used to be more competitive.
We're a little bit flat now:'

N

Oq NO sEtlORITA!
.,.

Take it from ol' Gonzales ... palate
pleasin!:fJuiirez silver or 9old Tequila
comes from Mexican cactus, too ...
with an imported personality all its own
that's provin9 more fashionable,
fascinating every sip. Mixes beautifully,
tastes great.

•
Pepino's On Central~a •••
Recording Artists
.<>~~ •
•
KLICK Monday thru Saturday
~& •
••
{Go
WATERMELON MOUNTAIN JUG BAND
••
&n ~.lb
Sunday
7:00
to 11:30 pm
•
.t....,ec.
.,..
•
••
lq-4 ·
4310 Central SE

William Geraway - is perhaps the most unique lecturer in

h-::-- li

Shots by Miller, Margaret
Gonzales, and Julie Malone
either went wide or hit the side
of the net, as the Lobos were thwarted in
try for the knot-

••

Covered
Wlragon

William Geraway

\

Name

on a pass from Donna Kutarat 17:30 which gave UNM a
lead that they would not relinuntil the second half. The
lprepster·s· tying goal at nine
into the second half
as no surprise as they had
putting heat on the UNM
and David Fr<'iberg. Tht.'
defense. After the tying goal,
people on stage are just fillers to Santa Fe continued to press and
flesh out the needed sn.mo.llla goal five minutes later put
Chaquico was adequate,
ahead and into a frenzy.
the necessary volume to get
prepsters obviously did not
masses excited, but sometime!
they could beat a college
and neither did the Lobos.
his version of a song and Star·
ship's purpose for the song
they came. UNM reversed
match. Sears and drummer
momentum and put tremenBarbata do not fit.
~-;us pressure on Santa Fe as
:~ey tried for the tying score, but
-le Sisyphus, they could not
Ah, well, things change, and Echieve their goal.
suppose the Starship must
rock along with the times. But
miss the intensity, and most
all, the message. Maybe the
manufacturers ought to
'/ 1kers Of·Hond Mode !ndion Jewelry
together with the space
OlDTOWN
and return to surrealism.

ASUNM Speakers Committee Presents

Keepsak~

McDonald said it would be' several months
before the outcome of the inquiry is known. "There
are lots of reports to be filed," he said. "I think the
earliest we'll know what the score is would be
sometime in March,
"I think we're in a different position than most
schools because we've turned ourselves in on
violations that we turned up by ourselves " he
said. "I think that puts us in a different light."'

Big Plaid Machine Sputters, Falls
To Motivated Santa Fe Prepsters

business, and the others went into space. Another slipped into obscurity.

Love is a giving thing.

wer~ Head Basketball Coach Norm Ellenberger,
Asststant Basketball Coach Jim Newman, varsity
basketball player Ricky Williams, varsity football
player Don Barnes, former Head Football Coach
Rudy Feldman and several of his assistants, former Lobo basketball player Don Ford, and two
basketball players unsuccessfully recruited by
UNM.

ISN'T THE
~\~ ffl!NG FROM
CACTIJs
0~\.i
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Ratefl; 15 te-nts per word per day, one doJlar
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen~
ts per word per day, (no refunds if canceJ)ed
belorJl five insertional, Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance.
0

'§
....::1

Marron Ha11 room 131 or by mall to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box.. 20,
Albuquerque,
N.M.
87131.
__________________
_.
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1.

RALEIGH INTERNA'l'ION. mint-condition. Must
sacrifice, $200, Cnll268·6889,
11/4
AM/FM S-track recorder with all the goodies.
11/14
NECCtil--ziGzAG- '75 closc~ul:B~~tlonholes, blin·
dhems, embroiders. $39 or lO paynH'l1ts of $4.00,
262-0637.
11/14
·~~-- ------~--·
REBUILT 401-IP ·vw engine insinlled, $300 e:x·
change. Certified mechanic, gu!\rantecd. 300
Charleston SEa~ Zuni.
11/5
NEW SHIPMENT at Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
Fantastic new clothes, Hawaiian shirts, wool
coals, hats & elegant dresses. Lots o[
miscellaneous. More coming next week, 3409 Cen·
tral N .E.
11/G
BICYCLE INSURANCE: $12 first 1100. )l.C,
Hnllett's 1 843·9378.
lfn

$9.86 per month, 256·3505.

PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have fricn·
ds who.care at Birthright 247-9819,
tfn
TAROT PALM I CHING readings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/30

~. S'fEAK PIZZA at Pcpino's on Central. Also daily
11/5
luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.
FREE: L~vablc white female shepard X spayed, 1
yr. 898·6073 after 5~00 p~m.
11/6
WANT TO SHARE some thoughts'? Try AGORA
11/7
277-3013,24 hours.
COMICS. If you have an act, ihe world needs to
know-we have the place •.. Call Tohy 2967555.
ll/4
HEY-~GEOO,R:CGO,E::-,-cCC"a7.lla~s really picked 11 winner

z"'

DOBERMAN PINSCHERS Champion lines, AKC
registered, 247-4437 after 7 p.m.
11110
WAT~RBED-6 x. 7 klng size with hardwood
frame and foam rubbur pad. $20. 618 JoHerson
NE,
ll/5

BENJAMIN MIRACORD Turntnblc-new needle
$60, tape, recorder Sony TC666D reel to reel,
4-·track, push button controls, $125, 266·2711. 1117

this time! _:.11";1.:.4-;:-;-;;--;-c:----;~~-;=
MARY-Please don't do this to me. Nick.
11/5

3.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

WAITRESSES. $2.00 per hour. Art or I.J;Jonard,
A & P Bar, 247·349L.
· 11/10

8. MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED; Used pinball machines, any condition,
293-18I8.
1117

SERVICES

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dee. 6.
Prepare now, t"all Professional Educators of NQw
Mexico, Inc. 255··1050.
11/14
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, P.ditorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Cnll Kim 265·3292. 11/4
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAlR. 118 San
Pedro SE. 2G5·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, slereo,
ompliflcrs, auto radios, install Burglar alar~s.
10o1o discount for students with JD. Quick serv1ce.
Used 1'Vs f(lr sale.
11/5
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST. students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing.
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of rilm. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlarge men·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked, Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Dlvd NE.
trn

PASSPORT IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices ln town. Fast, pleasing. Ncar UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard nlvd NE.

WILL
3292.

TYPE~PAl'ERli~ Gall Kim. 265·
!117

s~1ffH-C0RONA OWNERS! Service by the
manufacLurer! Guaranteed supplies and service by
the only raetory owned and operated service
facility in New Mcxieo. Reasonable rates; !asl,
quality service. Free estimates. Near UNM: 1719
Indian School. 268·
Girard NE. 112 blm:k north
5441.
ll/7
TYrtsT~scripts, thesis,
dissertations, 50c per page. 845:3288.
11/7

or

I'

ExPEiuiNOED

4.

FORRENT

SHARE ADOBE IIOUSE Corrales, male graduate
student prefcr.·ed, Serious students only. $130

plus, 898·9058.

11/5

EF Fl CIE N C Y FU RNIS H;:E;:D:cf:cai:-;rIc:y-nc-w-:-;-fuC:rn-;-lt:CuCC""r•,
$95 plus utilities. 131 14th SW, no pets. 842·
6522.
ll/5
FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
bedroom,
livingroom, kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 miles cam·
pus, quiet safe Nov. 1. Call after 6pm, 281·
5081. 11/4

SLEEPING

ROOM-kitchen
privileges
everything furnished. 3 blocks to UNM (female
only), 242·4489.
ll/10 ·~:--:--:---
FEMALE TO SHARE two-bdrm house near
UNM. Prefer grad student. $85/mo. 277·43499am·
lpm 1 Mary.
11/-'"5--~-:------
SHARE two bedroom rurnished apt near campus.
247-2550.182.50/c:.m:..:•:..·_.:.1::1/.:.IO;__ _ _ __

5.

FORSALE

NEW. MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center.
Quality 10·speed hicycles, Camping~ hiking~ and
backpacking equipment. Traii!Jaus Cycler)'~ 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tfn
DJCYCLES-LowesL prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gilanes $115: Be rUns $165. E!xt.ra large bicycles for men over 6'4".
Complete 10-speed adjustment $10. I~.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal Pl SE. 843·
9278.
trn
WATER THIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next. door to the Guild Theatre, 3401
Central NE; 268·8455.
12/4
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipment 40,50% off. All rcnsonable of·
rers accepted. Quality Stereo, :nos Cenlral NE.
256·3505.
11!14
LEVI's-BLUE ,JEAN big bdls alwa;;s at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

~
i

I

AFRICAN BEADS, wholesale prices. 268·0527.
ll/I2
IMPORTED CLOTHES direCtly from India by
UNM student. Very reasonable price. 842.9048.

11!7
VW VAN 1971 brand new engine, 4 months writ·
ten guarantee, $2050. 898·8985.
11/5
GITANE INTERCLUB 10-speed bike $H.O,
original \l'alue $200. Superb tondition. Sally ~689174.
.
11/4

Phi Alpha Theta, nat'! history honor society,
initiation banquet, Wednesday, Nov. 5, 7:30p.m ..
Sirloin Stockade~·4016 Menaul NE. All members o.f
PAT arc invited; tickets, $3 a person, may be
picked up, rm 2076 Mesa Vista. Guest speaker for
the evening will be President William Davis.

The Cultural Program Committee

IFil

.. ·..

New Mexico

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

Wilderness Study Group meeting Sed., Nov, 5,

MATHEMATICS

PLACEMENT

RESEARCH

PAPER CLINIC-To provide

guidelines, techniques £or analyzing, recording,
organizing facts & opinions, Social Scien·
ces-Mon., Nov, 3; Humanities·Tues.; Scien·
ees-Wed.; 7:30·9!30 p.m .• rm. 247, Zimmerman
Library. Further info call277·5961,

UNM Mountain Club meetlng Wed., Nov. 12,
7:30p.m., rm, 129, SUB.
The annual Career Services Center Government Career Information Day will be Friday, Nov.
7 from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. in the ballroom or the
SUB. Contact Career Services for further info.
The Senior Honorary, Blue Key, is now ac·
cepting applicaHons for membership. Seniors with
at least3.25 are eligible. Applications are at Mesa
Vista 1129, and must be returned by Nov. 7 noon.
Marion Lauer at UNM Student Health Center

re~inds studenls going to Quito to begin their im·
munizations immediately in order to complete
them in time {or departure in Dec.

Sun. Nov.16 - The San Diego Ballet Co.
Mon. Nov. 17- Hit B'Way Award Winning Musical

Don't Bother Me, I Can't Cope
Sat. Nov. 22 - Twelfth Night
Sun. Nov. 23 - AH! Wilderness

"fffif!J;4.

William·· Geraway

By Orlando R. Medina
Jimmy Hoffa is probably enin three cubic feet of commetal, capital punishis necessary and Nelson
Rocl:efeller is solely to blame for
deaths at Attica. These are
firm beliefs and convictions
ex-convict turned lecturer
Geraway, the man
at UNM Thursday

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

POPEJOY HALL
Present
A Company of Talent and Excitement
The

San Diego
·Ballet Company
Program

I. Napoli - A joyous

wedding celebration is
threatened by witchcraft
II. Harp Concerto- The harp is featured in the
Music by Boieldiey, the dancing is an
inventive blend of classical & modem
·m. Paquita Virtuosity abounds to the exciting
music of L. Minkus

Sunday, November 16 - 8:15 pm

The Political Science Dept, has approved a per·
Sonal advisory system ro(" all maJors. 1t is important therefore that.- all majors and t.h?sc _
becoming majors in the s.pring go to t~e political
science office and be ass1gned an adv1sor before
the pre-enrollment period begins.

The Hilarious AJI Black B'Way Award Winner

Anthropology majors who wish to participate in
the departmental honors program .sh~uld send a.n
up·to·date transcript. and a letter tnd!catlng their
reasons for wanting to participate to Pro£. Bock,
A nth. 102 ASAP. For further in£ocall 4941.
Concerned about whether employers in Alb. are
abiding by federal regulations cortccrning equality
in hiring and promoting? Interested in Af·
firmative Action? Contact Elaine Baea in PIRG of·
!ice, Mesa Visla Hal\.

We have free New Testaments for anyone who
would like one. Just say so, no obligation, Pick one
up at any of these locations: 1920 Lomas (o;"J cam·
pus), 301 Harvard SE Apt. 4, 419 Broadway SE,
1129 Quincy SE, 2323 Kathryn SE Apt. 48, 1201
Lafayette NEor 2451 Rose Dr. NW.
UNM organizations planning lo be n part or
Song Fest 1 Dec, 7 1 sponsored by Las Campanas,
are urged to turn in applications by Oct. 31. Fur·
ther info call Sandy Lee 298·0136.

··

Photo by Miguel Gandcrt

Ex-Convict Endorses
Capital Punishment

Telephone 277-3121

NMPJRG will begin campaigning to elect five
members to Board of Directors. PIRG needs help
with graphics. Stop by PIRG office at Mesa Vista
to learn how you can help.
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Proposal Increases Group Hours

.

TEST:

Students who plan to take first math C(lurse are
required to take the Math Dept. Placemont Tests.
Tests are graded and advisement given on the
spot so students will know how to" register. Test
given Tues., Nov. 4, 4·6 p.m., Woodward Hal1101.

.

.

Campus Police will register
and engrave social security
numbers on bikes, today,
11-1 at 1821 Roma NE. Bring
bike; UNM ID & bike serial
number.

May Require 14 More Credits

Due to Recent actions of your newly elected GSA President, Mr.
Bill Tryon, and other GSA officials, All gradriate students witry 6
or more credit hours, or those who have paid their activity fees,
are now eligible for the regular student discounts to
all Popejoy Hall events. Please present your UNM LD. card when
purchasing tickets.
COMING EVENTS

n

.
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;g1
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Graduate Students Please Note

The Student Organi:zation for Latin American
Studies (SOLAS) general meeting Tues., Nov. 4,
7:30 p.m., International Center, 1808 Las Lomas.
Interested persons urged to attend.

7:30p.m .. rm. 129, SUB.

' ·,

Wednesday, November 5, 1975

UNM Democrats will meet in rm 231·C, SUB.
WedncsdNov. 5, 7 p.m. C(lmmlttee assignments
will be discussed. Anyone interested is welcome.

Mark Shelden 1 member o[U.S.-China People's
Friendship Assn. in NYC who visited Cuba in '74
& Chinn in '75, will spea'k on "China's Foreign
Policy" Tues., Nov. 4, 7:30p.m., 5021 Guadalupe
Tr. NW. 'Everyone welcome.

.
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AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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DON'T BOTHER ME I CAN'T COPE
Broadway's Best Musical of 1974
Monday, November 17- 8:15pm
Tickets For Each Show Now Available
$7.00, $6.50, $6.00, $5.00, $4.00
Undergrads with activity cards and graduate
students carrying six hours or more

l/2 PRICE
Telephone 277-3121

-\
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For a man who has supposedly
been in prison in 12 states and sat
on death row it is ironic that he
believes there are some people
that merit being put to death.
"We do need capital punishment in many murder cases such
as political assassinations, rape
murders, kidnap murders and
people who get paid to kill,"
Geraway said. He said "the
Mafia" utilizes the present
brought to campus justice system to carry out their
the
Speakers Com- plans on different victims.
presents the stereotyped
"A man like Hoffa cooperated
of a convict, a kind of with the Mafia but made his own
William Bendix with tat- decisions. Fitzsimmons would do
arms (Bill plus Cathy, a anything the Mafia wanted. The
that look like inscribed Mafia didn't want Hoffa to be
at a picnic area.
president of the Teamsters
"Murder is the easiest crime to again. It's scary when a man like
away with," Geraway said in Hoffa of national prominence is
interview with the campus taken out and killed. They will
yesterday. He emphasized never find Hoffa and the man
with his own set of statistics who killed him is probably dead.
estimate 5000 "unsolved Hoffa is probably dead and commur«ler~;" and 5000 "undetected"
pressed in about three cubic feet
of metal in one of their (Mafia)
junkyards. Or they probably
buried two bodies in one coffin,"
Geraway said.
Geraway does not believe that
Joanne Little (a black woman
acquitted trial after allegedly
killing her jailer after an attempted rape) or that Angela
Davis (acquitted in trial of conThe Daily LOBO will be run· spiracy to smuggle arms to Inplatform statements and mates) were innocent.
Jlctures of all eligible ASUNM
"I've been in southern prisons
for the Nov. 2 elec- and I know that type of rape (the
Little case) doesn't happen.
Platform statements will be Angela Davis no doubt helped
this Friday, Nov. 7, by 3 p.m. smuggle those guns in," Geraway
statements will be no longer said.
200 words, typewritten and
As for the incident at Attica
spaced. Due to space prison, Geraway believes Nelson
1mitatirm
the LOBO reserves Rockefeller, then governor· of
right to cut or edit any New York, could have prevented
Statements will be. the death of inmates and
from the bottom up.
hostages by just going down and
All candidates' photographs talking to
the
rebelling
be taken by the LOBO bet- prisoners.
the hours of 11 a.m. and 3
Geraway, the man who claims
• on Nov. 7 only. Due to the the New England Mafia have put
of some pictures sub- a $50,000 price on his death for
in the past, only those testifying to the government,
taken by the LOBO will be will be speaking in the SUB
lcceptable
Ballroom, Thursday at 8 p.m.

Candidates'
Statements
Deadline

\

By S. V. Hinchberger
The committee to re-evaluate
the group requirements in the
College of Arts and Science will
have its recommendations ready
for the A&S faculty by December.
The
recommended
requirements will make a total of
50 required hours, 14 more hours
than the present requirements.
Chris Garcia, chairman of the
committee, said that at Monday's
meeting group requirements
were arranged into four groups.
Those groups are:
Social sciences, which includes
anthropology, economics,
geography, political science,
sociology, and perhaps sections
in the history department. The
committee recommended 15
hours in two of these areas.
Natural science, which includes astronomy, biology,
chemistry, communicative disorders, geology, physics, and
psychology. Fourteen hours in
two areas with one lab science
are recommended.
Humanities includes foreign
language, history, literature
(English or .a foreign language),
speech
comphilosophy,
munications, and fine arts (nonstudio). The committee recommended 15 hours in two areas.
Math includes six hours in any
of statistics, logic, linguistics,
computer
science
or
mathematics.
Garcia said the committee was
considering allowing major and
minor hours to apply to the new
group requirements. He said this
decision is being studied so that
the new group requirements will
not restrict students in their
class choices.
The members made no recom·
mendation for increasing the
writing group requirements. The
present Communications Skills
Test and English 101 will be kept
but Co-Director of Freshman

Chris Garcia
English Fred Warner said the
quality of the 100 and 101 courses
was being improved to the point
where students entering A&S
will have the ability to write
clear sentences.
The English and math

representatives said increasing
the requirements in their respective departments would put a
heavy strain on the faculty load,
but committee members said
other courses in the groups
would spread the students
throughout many other departments.
In addition the committee is
discussing the possibility of
requiring a 400 level course outside a major and minor. There
was also discussion of maki!lg
cross-cultural classes a six-hour
requirement. The committee's
next meeting will discuss the
possibility of abolishing the
minor in A&S.
Future meetings will include
representatives from each department of A&S to advise the committee about which classes will
fulfill group requirements.
None of the student representatives showed up for the Monday meeting. Garcia said he had
no idea why they did not show
up.
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COE Students Enter

With Lowest ACT's

I

i

By Judy Herrera
Students entering the College of Edu~ation last semester had lower
ACT scores and grade-point averages than the students entering
other degree-granting colleges.
'
Statistics were compiled last week on· the total transfers last
semester from the University College into degree-granting colleges
by the College's Assistant Dean E. Bruce Potter.
Of the 902 transfers, 61 per cent had composite ACT scores between 21 and 35, and 39 per cent had UNM grade-point averages
(GPA) between 3.0 and 4.0.
ACT scores are ranked one low to 35 high.
The statistics showed that of those entering the College of
Education, 33 per cent had ACT composiites of above 21, and 26 per
cent had a GPA of 3.0 or better.
Pharmacy had the greatest percentage of students in these ACT
and GPA categories, with 87 per cent with a 21 or better on the ACT
composite, and 53 per cent with GPA's of at least a 3.0 at the time of
the transfer.
(Continued on page 6)
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Photo by,Miguel Gandert

The New Mexico version of the "Boston Shuffle'? No, these gentlemen are
members of the New Jerusalem players which performed a religious skit on the
Mall yesterday.
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